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Date of Visit: Thursday 24th August 2017 

Visit Objective: To provide a summer review of the golf course, collect greens performance 
data and confirm ongoing maintenance recommendations.  

Present: Jim Robinson – Greens Chairman 
 Carl Pigott – Head Greenkeeper 
 Elliot Storey - Greenkeeper 
 Gary Walters – STRI Ltd 

Adam Newton – STRI Ltd 

Weather:  Fine, dry and sunny with temperatures of approximately 19°C. 

Headlines 

• Despite challenging early season conditions and low staffing levels, the course has fared very well.  
• The greens were strong, healthy and performing consistently well.  
• The 7th green is the strongest it’s been and clearly responding well to last winter’s tree removal. 
• Root development beneath the greens is improving each year in response to aeration and a leaner 

fertiliser programme. Organic matter management remains a key focus.  
• New topdressing and brushing units have been purchased and will be great assets moving forward.  
• Greens performance testing carried out during the visit highlighted decent ball roll performance and 

good surface firmness despite high levels of soil moisture.  
• Essential tree work is to continue around the 8th and 14th greens this winter.  
• Some reshaping work will be required to the greenside bunker on the 8th following tree removal.  

 
Key Actions 
• Brushing and verticutting to the 2nd and 10th greens to lift and refine laid bentgrass growth.  
• Graden sand injection is to be omitted and replaced by hollow coring and sanding at renovations.  
• Increased light sanding to the greens moving forward to aid organic matter dilution.  
• Air2G2 air injection to the 1st, 8th and 11th greens as soon as possible.  
• Sustain good levels of aeration to greens, including verti-draining in early autumn.  
• Micro hollow coring and sanding but no verti-draining to be applied to the new 16th green.  
• Careful management disease through the autumn and winter to avoid scarring.  
• Tree removal around the 8th and 14th greens is a priority to improve the growing environment. 
• Reshaping and turfing work around the 7th, 8th, 9th and 14th greens this winter.  
• Work to commence on the new 10th teeing ground.  

Objective Measurements (Single cut at 3.5mm) 

Measurement Average Target Range 

Soil Moisture (%) 33.5% (range 31.7 – 36.2%) 15-30% 
Hardness (Gravities) 102 Gravities (range 100 – 106g) 85-110 g 
Smoothness (mm/m) 26.5 mm/m <25 mm/m 
Trueness (mm/m) 10 mm/m <10 mm/m 
Green Speed 9 ft   8.5-10.5 ft 

Key: In Target Marginal Variance Out of Target 
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Photo Observations and Comments 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Conditions have been challenging since my last visit, 
with a difficult, cold start to the season and low staffing levels. 
Despite this, the course is faring well and showing continuing 
agronomic progression.  

 Figure 2: The greens were in excellent shape and supporting a 
strong, dense and consistent grass cover. Feeding levels are 
being well balanced and texture was generally good. The 1st 
green was the anomaly, with the surface showing some 
footprinting and an overly dense grass cover.  

 

 

 
Figure 3: Bentgrass populations are more prolific on the newer 
2nd and 10th greens. The bents are currently quite procumbent 
in growth habit and require lifting and refining to improve ball 
roll performance. A longer-term strategy is to increase 
bentgrass populations on these greens to improve the sward 
blend.  

 Figure 4: The soil profiles were generally in good shape and I 
was delighted to see the positive improvement in rooting. 
Root development has historically been very shallow on these 
greens, prior to the introduction of a robust aeration 
programme. Organic matter control remains an ongoing 
objective.  

 

 

 
Figure 5: The 16th green is maturing well and the surface 
showed good vigour and consistency. Green speeds are 
understandably slower on this, given the difference in grass 
species composition and newness of the turf. This will improve 
over time but some additional rolling is required in the short-
term to elevate pace.  

 Figure 6: The soil profile beneath the 16th showing excellent 
rooting. Micro coring is to be deployed in September to help 
dilute the imported organic layer (see arrow).  
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Photo Observations and Comments (continued) 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Performance testing was carried out during the visit 
and results were generally very favourable (see appendix 
section). Ball roll qualities were not quite as good on the 10th 
green due to lateral and coarse bentgrass growth.  

 Figure 8: I was delighted to see that the Club have purchased 
both a spinning disk topdresser and contra-rotating brush 
since my last visit. These will be invaluable assets and help 
implement topdressing more frequently and with less-
disruption moving forward.  

 

 

 
Figure 9: The 7th green has not looked stronger and supported 
a strong and consistent density of grass cover throughout the 
surface. Clearly the green is responding well to the tree 
removal work implemented last winter.  

 Figure 10: Regrading and turfing work is to be carried out to 
the right of the 9th green this autumn. This will be a big 
improvement in this heavily trafficked area.  

 

 

 
Figure 11: Work to the new 10th tee complex is also to begin in 
autumn and topsoil has already been stockpiled. We discussed 
the merits of recycling the current tees turf in other areas of 
the course.   

 Figure 12: I was pleased to hear that tree management work 
is to continue this winter, with work being agreed around the 
8th and 14th greens. Following removal of the poplar tree to 
the front-left of the 8th, the greenside bunker will be more in-
play. This will need some reshaping work and moving further 
forward and closer to the green, whilst also reducing the sand 
size.   
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Recommendations 

Greens 

• The greens are in good condition and the intended maintenance programme requires minimal adjustment 
over the coming weeks.  

• Sustain cutting heights at 3.5 – 3.75mm over the coming weeks whilst growth remains strong. Apply an 
immediate brush and cut operation to the 1st, 2nd and 10th greens to lift procumbent bentgrass growth. 
Follow this up with a verticut treatment with the units set at -1mm below the cutting height. A double 
pass on the 1st would be desirable.  

• The aeration programme is well balanced. Continue with monthly micro solid tining supplemented with 
verti-draining in mid-autumn once the surfaces have settled down from renovation work. As discussed, it 
would be desirable to air inject the 1st, 8th and 11th greens as soon as possible using the Air2G2 unit. This 
will target deep seated compaction contained at depth, therefore aiding surface performance through 
the winter.   

• Graden sand injection is to be omitted during September renovations and instead the focus will be on 
hollow tining and sand topdressing. Use 16mm diameter tines to a depth of 100mm and at 50x50mm tine 
spacing. Tine holes should then be fully-filled to the top utilising the new Sweep-N-Fill brush.  

• We agreed that micro hollow tining can be applied to the new 16th green during renovations but only 
using 8 – 10mm diameter tines and no deeper than 60mm. Verti-draining should be avoided on this new 
green in autumn but occasional micro solid tining should continue.  

• Omit blanket bentgrass overseeding during renovations this year, except for the 2nd and 10th greens. 
Provision should be made for two browntop bent overseeding operations to these 2 greens in summer 
next year to help improve the existing sward blend.  Blanket overseeding to all greens can be introduced 
further down the line when organic matter levels improve suitably.  

• The adjustment to the feeding programme has worked superbly well this year and will continue with 
application of K-Step in September and 3:0:3 later in autumn (if needed).  

• I was delighted to hear that the Club have acquired a new spinning disc topdresser. This will be an 
invaluable asset moving forward and allow for more frequent, light sanding to be applied through the 
year to manage organic matter levels and aid surface performance.  

• We will review the requirements for spring renovation during my visit in March and following organic 
matter testing but provision should be made for sand totals to be sustained at a minimum of 120 
tonnes/ha for 2018.  

• Implement more frequent turf iron rolling to the new 16th green to bring green speeds more in line with 
the rest of the greens. Resist the temptation to lower the height of cut on this green as the sward is still 
immature and strengthening.  

• Continue with the intended disease management strategy through the autumn and spring with a 
combination of preventative fungicide, iron sulphate treatment and dew dispersal applications. Ensure 
that the timing of dew dispersal applications is not immediately prior to fungicide treatment as this may 
impact on fungicide efficacy.  

• The 1st green still remains the most water retentive and installation of a full pipe drainage system would 
still be highly recommended for the future. In the meantime, look to double up routine sand topdressing 
to this green through the course of next year.  

Green Collars, Surrounds and Approaches 

• Intensive hollow tining, scarification and sanding should be applied to the 16th green approach in 
September. Follow this up with verti-draining and sanding in October. Looking to next year, we must look 
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to increase hollow tining and sanding input to this approach to a minimum of 3 times to address 
underlying thatch issues.  

• Continue as planned with the regrading and turfing work to the right of the 9th and 14th greens following 
tree removal. Heightened traffic management will be required to these areas in the future and the areas 
will need fully protecting following turfing work.  

• As discussed in spring, look to re-turf the back-right green collar on the 16th with more compatible 
imported rye/fescue turf.   

• Following removal of the poplar tree to the front-left of the 8th, it would be recommended that the bunker 
is moved further forward towards the approach and nearer the green, whilst also being reshaped and 
sand size reduced. This area will now be far more readily played from as more pin locations can be cited 
to the left side of the green.  

Tees 

• The work to the 10th tee complex will be a notable improvement and should proceed as soon as possible 
in the autumn to allow the area to settle for next season. Look to utilise some of the old tee’s turf for 
other areas of patch-up turfing work through the winter. This turf would be a good match for the work 
area to the back-right of the 9th green collar.  

Tree Removal 

• I was delighted to hear that tree thinning work is to commence around the 8th and 14th greens this winter 
following our discussions in spring. This work will make a considerable difference to the growing 
environment around these putting surfaces.  

• Ongoing tree management is an essential part of the course improvement programme at Retford GC and 
some excellent progress has been made over recent years.  

Signed 

 

Adam Newton BSc (Hons), MBPR, FQA 
Regional Turfgrass Agronomist 
Official Agronomist to the R&A Championship Committee 
t. +44 (0)7545 439908  
e. adam.newton@strigroup.com 
www.strigroup.com 
 
 

 

STRI is completely independent and has no alliances to commercial products, services or contractors. This ensures that our design, 
project management and advisory services provide the best solutions for each individual client.  

mailto:adam.newton@strigroup.com
http://www.strigroup.com
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Objective Data 

 
Objective Data Graph 1: Soil moisture levels were understandably higher than ideal following recent heavy downpours. The 7th 
green was holding the most moisture as a result of its enclosed growing environment which restricts natural drying. Moisture values 
within each green were generally very consistent.  

 
Objective Data Graph 2: Despite high soil moisture values, the surfaces were retaining an excellent level of firmness. Values were 
ideally positioned within target range and very consistent from green to green. Despite the 1st offering the firmest values, the 
immediate surface was still the softest and was footprinting considerably. This is due to a combination of water retentive organic 
matter at the turfbase and poor underlying drainage properties.  
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Objective Data (continued) 

 
Objective Data Graph 3: Ball roll smoothness was very acceptable after only a single cut (and no roll). Values on the 1st and 7th were 
on the cusp of target ranges, whereas the 10th was just outside. Higher values on the 10th can be attributed to the coarse, laid nature 
of bentgrass populations at present.  
 

 
Objective Data Graph 4: Trueness values showed a similar trend, with the 1st and 7th being inside target ranges but the 10th just 
outside. Procumbent bentgrass growth is again the reason for this on the 10th.  
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Objective Data (continued) 

 
Objective Data Graph 5: Green speeds were ideal for routine play on the 1st and 10th but a little slower on the 7th due to increased 
surface moisture. The newer 16th was also measured and confirmed recent golfer feedback that this surface is somewhat slower. 
The above-recommended increase in rolling to the 16th will help to reduce this disparity.  
 
  
 


